He's killing again...
and only she can stop him.

"Reeled me in from the first page… Kept me awake all night…
Outstanding psychological thriller."
Rubie C from NetGalley
"We could not put it down! I'm 73 years old and have read many
books but I can't remember when I had one that literally does not
give you a boring, take a pause moment in the entire book!!"
Sherry from Book Review

About the Book

ALL THE
BROKEN GIRLS

Cuban American crime reporter Mari Alvarez is on a personal
hunt for a killer who leaves a broken doll at every scene.
She's about to become the killer's prey and she'll need more
than the azabache charm her Abuela Bonita insists will
protect her from evil. By-the-book homicide detective Tony
Garcia needs more than a superstitious journalist's hunch
there's a serial killer lying in wait in their West Tampa
neighborhood. He needs proof. Working against the clock,
Mari and Tony explore a hidden, Old World Cuban religion to
break the case of all the broken girls.
The book is currently available for preorder on Amazon.
Follow future book updates on Bookbub and Goodreads.

Official Bio

AUTHOR LINDA
HURTADO BOND

By day, Linda Hurtado Bond is an award-winning journalist with
Tampa’s Fox 13. By night, she’s an award-winning author of
thrillers. She’s won 13 Emmy awards, numerous Society of
Professional Journalists and Associate Press awards as well as a
Florida Bar award and an Edward R. Murrow award. A breast
cancer survivor, she’s also active in the Tampa community with
the American Cancer Society, Hooked on Hope, and The Shoot
for a Cure, raising money and awareness any chance she gets.
Linda met her husband Jorge while on assignment in Cuba,
covering Pope John Paul the Second's visit with Fidel Castro.
Twenty-some years later they've raised five kids - a doctor, a
nurse,

a

pilot,

a

paramedic

firefighter,

and

an

aspiring

psychologist. Linda is a graduate of the University of Georgia,
and her baby is heading to the rival University of Florida. A lover
of drama and conflict (in books) Linda now has a divided house.
It’s a busy life! But she also finds time for her passions, her
husband Jorge, world travel, classic movies, and solving a good
mystery.

Media Inquires

AUTHOR LINDA
HURTADO BOND

Linda is available to speak on:
The difference between reporting the news and writing about it
Writing a medical thriller while living through one
Cuban American culture in Tampa and Old world Cuban religion that
appears in All the Broken Girls

The process of publishing a book from idea to promotion
Juggling two careers and motherhood
How a trip as a reporter to Cuba led to marriage and two fiction
novels

Please direct all media inquiries to:
Morgan Barse
Morgan@WingWomanBrands.com
(813) 661-5479

Fun Facts

AUTHOR
LINDA BOND

You may be surprised to learn that Author Linda Hurtado Bond:
I have two step kids, one adopted son from Cuba, and two biological daughters, so
I’ve been blessed to know motherhood in many different ways.
I’m afraid to fly yet accepted a ride in a U.S. Air Force Thunderbird – which travels
twice the speed of sound. I featured this in my first book Alive at 5. My 19-year-old
daughter is a pilot. Yes, I’ve flown with her. Yes, I’m still afraid to fly.
I love ketchup but hate tomatoes.
I love late afternoon thunderstorms in Florida, the big boomers, where the thunder
and lightning shake the house.
I published a medical thriller during a real-life medical thriller – the ongoing Covid
pandemic.
I named my English Bulldog, Athens, after the home of the University of Georgia,
where I spent four years studying, and performing as a majorette with the University
of Georgia Redcoat Marching Band.
I was Ms. Greenville, South Carolina in 1985, using my stepfather’s surname Linda
Yokum.
My favorite movies are "Silence of the Lambs" and "Pride and Prejudice".
My favorite music is the 80’s hairband rock n roll. In fact, I work out to Guns N’Roses
and Bon Jovi most mornings.
My guilty pleasure is watching thrillers on Netflix.
I love dark chocolate and full-bodied red wine.
I survived breast cancer and it changed the way I live.

